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1. Sample
Bernie Sanders - Democratic primary debate, NBC News
January 17th, 2016.

2. Processing
Ableton Live 9 - Simpler

3. FX
Sound Toys Pan Man, Sound Toys Crystallizer.
Music

From a late night jam session with The band called Oh
Recorded at the old, Kysten Studio, Tromsø
Mix
Mixed by Håkon Pettersen
Plug-ins used in mix

Daw: Pro Tools 12

Drums:

Kick: Slate Digital Virtual Mix Rack
Avid EQ3 1-Band
Waves Audio NLS Channel
Avid Channel Strip
Slate Digital Virtual Mix Rack

Snare: Steven Slate Trigger 2
Waves Audio Q10
SoundToys EffectRack
Slate Digital Virtual Mix Rack
Waves Audio NLS Channel
Avid Channel Strip

Toms: Avid Channel Strip

Overheads: Avid Channel Strip

bus; Waves Audio Kramer PIE
Waves Audio C1 gate
SoundToys EffectRack

Bass: Waves Audio Bass Rider
Plugin Alliance bx_digital V2
Waves Audio C1 gate
Waves Audio C6-SideChain
Waves Audio RBass
Waves Audio X-Click
Avid EQ3 1-Band
Waves Audio CLA-2A
Waves Audio VComp
Guitar:
Avid Channel Strip
SoundToys PanMan
SoundToys EffectRack

Synth:
Avid Channel Strip
Tokyo Dawn Labs TDR Nova
Waves Audio Q10
Waves Audio C1 comp

MixBus:
Waves Audio LinMB
Plugin Alliance bx_digital V2
iZotope, Inc. iZotope Vinyl
SoundToys FilterFreak2
Waves Audio C6-SideChain
Slate Digital VBC Rack
Slate Digital Virtual Tape Machines
SoundToys EffectRack
Slate Digital VerbSuite Classics

Effects:
Slate Digital VerbSuite Classics
Avid Studio Reverb
Waves Audio MannyM Reverb
Master

Master by Chris Sansom at Propeller Mastering